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WADE & COMPANY

Wade & Company is a Lausanne-based consultancy that helps senior managers in the hospitality industry 

better understand how their future “business landscape” could change, affecting their competitiveness 

and creating new opportunities and challenges. Its scenario planning workshops give management teams 

a creative yet structured approach for envisaging alternative ways their future operating environment 

could realistically unfold over the next few years, depending on how current uncertainties develop. With 

these eye-opening insights, Wade & Company’s clients can maximize the flexibility of their strategic plans 

and be better prepared for whatever future dies arise.  More info is at www.11changes.com.

HOrWAtH HtL

Horwath Hotel, Tourism and Leisure consulting are the world’s number one hospitality consulting 

organisation, operating since 1915. Horwath HTL are the industry choice ; a global network offering 

complete solutions in markets both local and international. Through involvement in thousands of projects 

over many years, Horwath HTL have amassed extensive, in-depth knowledge and understanding of the 

needs of hotel & real estate companies and financial institutions.

Horwath HTL are the world’s largest consulting organisation specialised in the hospitality industry, with 50 

offices in 39 countries. They are recognised as the pre-eminent specialist in Hotels, Tourism and Leisure, 

providing solutions through a combination of international experience and expert local knowledge.

HsYNDiCAtE

With an exclusive focus on global hospitality and tourism, Hsyndicate.org (the Hospitality Syndicate) 

provides electronic news publication, syndication and distribution on behalf of some 750 organizations 

in the hospitality vertical. Hsyndicate helps its members to reach highly targeted audience-segments 

in the exploding new-media landscape within hospitality. With the central idea ‘ONE Industry, ONE 

Network’, Hsyndicate merges historically fragmented industry intelligence into a single online information 

and knowledge resource serving the information-needs of targeted audience-groups throughout the 

hospitality, travel & tourism industries… serving professionals relying on Hsyndicate’s specific and 

context-relevant intelligence delivered to them when they need it and how they need it.

This excerpt from the Hotel Yearbook 2013 
is brought to you by :

Hotel, Tourism and Leisure
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Size matters
In 2013, SIze wIll matter even more for hotel ChaInS, wrIteS Nicolas Graf of franCe’S EssEc BusiNEss 
school. The hoTel Yearbook aSked hIm to explaIn why, and how he expeCtS the hotel ChaInS wIll

aChIeve It.

h o t e l  C h a I n S

HOtEL CHAiNs NEED tO grOW, AND tHEY NEED

tO grOW fAst

As this is being written, the advertising budget of the 

largest Online Travel Agency (OTA) by market capitalization 

– Priceline.com – is over $900 million, representing half of 

the gross profit of the largest hotel company (by market 

cap), Marriott International. The gross booking revenue of 

Priceline in 2011 was $21.7 billion compared to $12.3 billion 

for Marriott. While this is already scary, more terrifying is the 

number of participating hotels Priceline.com possesses in 

its online inventory : 235,000 vs. 3,718 for Marriott, or 4,480 

for InterContinental Hotel Group (IHG). Because breadth of 

choice is one of the key features to attract consumers to 

online booking sites, and since booking costs represent 10 % 

to 25 % of room revenue, the battle for online market space is 

paramount for hoteliers. Are they ready for a fight ? Not just yet. 

What they need is size, and they need it fast. Here are three 

growth engines that I believe will define 2013. 

1) fit fOr CONvErsiONs

The first engine of growth in the year(s) to come will be about 

conversions in mature markets. While fast-growing markets 

such as Asia-Pacific and Latin America will continue to attract 

most hotel companies and will remain the markets with the 

largest pipelines, North America and Western Europe will 

experience an increasingly intense race for conversions. 

Although we have witnessed several years of independent-to-

brand conversions, in the coming year(s), we will see many more 

brand-to-brand conversions. Several hotel companies have 

already signaled their intents with the adoption of conversion-

friendly brands, including Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide 

with Aloft®, Even™ Hotels by IHG, or Ibis Styles by Accor. 

I can see at least two reasons for speeding-up conversions in 

mature markets. First, emerging markets are not growing fast 

enough to cope with the need for size for hotel chains. Second, 

in the fight with OTAs, increasing market share in mature 

markets can provide chains with more bargaining power as they 

could control a significant share of the entire supply in a region. 

In this way, chains could compete in size with OTAs in a specific 

region since they cannot yet compete on a global scale.

M&A – WHEN LiquiDitY PErMits

The second growth engine will involve Mergers and Acquisitions 

(M&A). This engine has already warmed up this year. For 

instance, Accor acquired two medium-sized companies, Mirvac 

in Australia and Grupo Possadas in Latin America. In October 

2012, Indian Hotels of Tata Group made a bid to take over 

Orient-Express. Over the past summer, the super-sized merger 

of Marriott International with IHG was rumored and Marriott’s 

CEO had to deny the story by saying they were already happy 

with the acquisition of Gaylord Entertainment Company’s hotel 

brand and management company.

The typical drivers of merger waves are well known. First, an 

industry entering a wave of mergers is typically experiencing a 

slowing rate of growth which results in a need for consolidation 

to gain economies of scale and scope. While growth outlooks in 

emerging markets exist, it is clearly not sufficient for companies 

the size of Marriott, Hilton or Accor, who would need to add 

between 40,000 to 60,000 rooms each year to sustain double-

digit growth (without considering the compounding effect). 

Secondly, merger waves are usually triggered by the emergence 

of a disruptive technology that shocks an industry and ushers 

it into a new environment. For over 10 years now, the industry 

has struggled with third-party internet booking sites. At first, the 

industry was in denial and failed to commit sufficient resources 

to the technology. As discussed earlier, OTAs were quick to 

establish a dominant position in the market space, to a point 

that currently prevents hotel companies from gaining sufficient 

size by simple organic growth.

Third, mergers are also generally associated with times 

when liquidity is there and when financing is available. My 

argument here is that, while liquidity is not high by historical 

standards, the depressed levels from which we are emerging 

have prevented M&A activities, and the little improvements in 

liquidity we are witnessing will be sufficient to unleash appetites 
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for larger acquisitions. Hence, as all of the ingredients are 

coming together, I would not be surprised if a very large merger 

occurred in 2013, possibly joining major hotel companies such 

as IHG, Accor, Marriott or Wyndham. 

WHitE LAbELiNg tO sPEED-uP sizE Of iNvENtOrY

The third prediction for 2013 is the emergence of what I call 

“white labeling” (for lack of a better term) of Internet booking 

engines by hotel companies. By this, I mean the sale of the hotel 

chains’ own booking engine capabilities to independent hotels. 

In other words, I believe hotel companies will start to enroll 

independent hotels in their own systems, and sell their room 

inventory through a “white label” website. This is in a way very 

similar to what Marriott is offering with the Autograph collection, 

or what Best Western has been doing for years.

There are two main reasons to justify such a move. First, 

to compete with the advertising budgets of the OTAs, hotel 

companies must significantly and quickly increase their sales 

volume. If you imagine that a major hotel company, generating 

6 billion Euros in yearly sales (about 300,000 hotel rooms, at 

65 % occupancy and an ADR of 85 Euros), dedicating 5 % of 

total revenue to online advertising, it would only provide €300 

million in budget. This is about one third of the budget of the 

major OTAs. Hence, the hotel chain would have to triple its 

room inventory to compete on a leveled playing field. Apart from 

gaining such a size by merging three major chains such as IHG, 

Marriott and Accor, the only other option I can think of to reach 

such a gigantic size is enrolling independents. 

The second reason lies in the attractiveness of the chains’ 

websites and booking engines. As breadth of choice is critical 

to drive consumers’ preference, adding more choices through 

enrolling independents would not only benefit the volume of 

sales, but it would likely result in higher consumer preference 

for the entire system, thereby providing a positive network effect 

for existing branded properties. 

tHE futurE is AbOut MuCH MOrE grOWtH

AND MuCH fAstEr

While growth has been on the agenda of all large multi-brand 

hotel chains for a long time, what is different in the year(s) to 

come is the need for much more growth – and much faster 

growth. Will the three growth engines run at full speed next 

year ? Maybe not. The battle for the online market space

started years ago, and the OTAs are dominant. Yet the industry 

finally seems to be ripe for striking back – but it will require 

significant consolidation. T
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ESSEC Hospitality Executive Education

Short Courses/Certifications
Refresh your skill set or obtain new knowledge

-  Designed for operationnal / corporate mid  
senior-level managers.

-  Concentrated 2.5 day modules held at ESSEC Executive 
Education in Paris’s La Défense.

-  Courses can be taken individually, or combined into 
packages leading to an ESSEC Certification.

Hotel Electronic Distribution
Managing Social Media and User Reviews
Hospitality Revenue Management
Customer Relationship Management
ESSEC Hospitality Certificate: Online Distribution

Financial Management for Hotel Managers
Hotel Valuation and Feasibility Studies
Hospitality Asset Management
Management Contracts, Franchising and Ownership
ESSEC Hospitality Certificate: Real Estate and Finance

Leading and Motivating in the Real World
Managing Change

For more information: 
http://executive-education.essec.fr

Programs / Topic : Hospitality Management

Contact: lanrezac@essec.edu

•  Internationally recognised.

•  Engaging the world’s foremost industry professionals and professors.

•  Demanding, thorough, and conducted exclusively in English.

•     France’s premier hospitality MBA rigorously prepares future managers for career success like no other.

One program, two tracks
The one-year, post-experience hospitality track is 
tailored toward more experienced professionals 
wishing to build their competencies, enhance their 
career prospects, or begin a career in the 
hospitality industry.

The two-year, hospitality track is designed for 
young graduates with a hotel school, university, 
or business school degree seeking to build and 
refine their knowledge through graduate studies.

At the ESSEC MBA in Hospitality Management (IMHI), 
our focus is on the practical as well as the academic, on 
industry engagement as well as expert knowledge. You 
will learn best practices in the classroom, and implement 
them in the real world. Five areas of concentration 
allow you to focus your studies on those aspects of the 
hospitality industry that interest you most: luxury services 
management, e-commerce, real estate and development, 
entrepreneurship, and general management.

And a culminating field project will demand that 
you set down your textbooks and put your new 
knowledge to the test in a real life consulting situation.

For more information: www.imhi.com

Contact: harris@essec.edu

ESSEC MBA Hospitality Management (IMHI) 
and Hospitality Executive Education

30 years of expertise have shaped ESSEC Hospitality into the program it is today, attracting multi-cultural, multi-lingual 
participants from around the globe. With several years’ professional experience behind them, our students embrace the 
challenge of a highly-focused program designed to make them experts in all aspects of hospitality management, refining 
their leadership qualities and joining a prestigious network of over 1,400 alumni in more than 55 countries.

Hotel Operations

42%

Development

11%

Sales & Marketing

13%

General Management                 

13%

Electronic Distribution

7%

Other Non Hospitality

3%

E-Commerce

4%

Hotel Corporate Office

15%

Consulting/Real Estate

15%

Room Division

17%

Restaurants/Food services

8%
Entrepreneur

5%

Food & Beverage 

Management

16%

Consulting

14%

Finance/Accounting

6%

2011 MBA Hospitality Management (IMHI) 
Graduates by company type

2011 MBA Hospitality Management (IMHI) 
Graduates by job function
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